Abstract. Over an arbitrary commutative ring, correspondences among three sets, the set of trace ideals, the set of stable ideals, and the set of birational extensions of the base ring, are studied. The correspondences are well-behaved, if the base ring is a Gorenstein ring of dimension one. It is shown that with one extremal exception, the surjectivity of one of the correspondences characterizes the Gorenstein property of the base ring, provided it is a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension one. Over a commutative Noetherian ring, a characterization of modules in which every submodule is a trace module is given. The notion of anti-stable rings is introduced, exploring their basic properties.
Introduction
This paper aims to explore the structure of (not necessarily Noetherian) commutative rings in connection with their trace ideals. Let R be a commutative ring. For R-modules M and X, let τ M,X : Hom R (M, X) ⊗ R M → X denote the R-linear map defined by τ M,X (f ⊗ m) = f (m) for all f ∈ Hom R (M, X) and m ∈ M. We set τ X (M) = Im τ M,X . Then, τ X (M) is an R-submodule of X, and we say that an R-submodule Y of X is a trace module in X, if Y = τ X (M) for some R-module M. When X = R, we call trace modules in R, simply, trace ideals in R. There is a recent movement in the theory of trace ideals, raised by of H. Lindo and N. Pande [12, 13, 14] . Besides, J. Herzog, T. Hibi, and D. I. Stamate [8] studied the traces of canonical modules, and gave interesting results. We explain below our motivation for the present researches and how this paper is organized, claiming the main results in it.
The present researches are strongly inspired by [12, 13, 14] . In [13] Lindo asked when every ideal of a given ring R is a trace ideal in it, and noted that this is the case when R is a self-injective ring. Subsequently, Lindo and Pande [14] proved that the converse is also true if R is a Noetherian local ring. Our researches have started from the following complete answer to their prediction, which we shall prove in Section 4.
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 4.1).
Suppose that R is a Noetherian ring and let X be an R-module. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) Every R-submodule of X is a trace module in X.
(2) Every cyclic R-submodule of X is a trace module in X. However, the main activity in the present paper is focused on the study of the structure of the set of regular trace ideals in R. Let I be an ideal of a commutative ring R and suppose that I is regular, that is I contains a non-zerodivisor of R. Then, as is essentially shown by [13, Lemma 2.3] , I is a trace ideal in R if and only if R : I = I : I, where the colon is considered inside of the total ring Q(R) of fractions of R. We denote by X R the set of regular trace ideals in R, and explore the structure of X R in connection with the structure of Y R , where Y R denotes the set of birational extensions A of R such that aA ⊆ R for some non-zerodivisor a of R. We also consider the set Z R of regular ideals I of R such that I 2 = aI for some a ∈ I. We then have the following natural correspondences (1) ρ : X R → Y R is surjective. Our strategy is to make use of these correspondences in order to analyze the structure of commutative rings R which are not necessarily Noetherian (see, e.g., [4] ). This approach is partially inspired by and originated in [5] , where certain specific ideals (called good ideals) in Gorenstein local rings are closely studied. Similarly, as in [5] and as is shown later in Sections 2 and 3, the above correspondences behave very well, especially in the case where R is a Gorenstein ring of dimension one. We actually have η • ρ = 1 X R and ρ • η = 1 Y R in the case (Lemma 2.6). Nevertheless, being different from [5] , our present interest is in the question of when the correspondence ρ : X R → Y R is bijective. As is shown in Section 2 (Example 2.10), in general there is no hope for the surjectivity of ρ in the case where dim R ≥ 2, even if R is a Noetherian integral domain of dimension two.
On the other hand, with very specific, so to speak extremal exceptions (Proposition 5.1), the surjectivity of ρ guarantees the Gorenstein property of R, provided R is a CohenMacaulay local ring of dimension one. In fact, we will prove in Section 5 the following, in which let us refer to [6] for the notion of almost Gorenstein local ring. (1) ρ : X R → Y R is bijective.
Either R is a Gorenstein ring, or R satisfies the following two conditions.
(i) B is a DVR and J(B) = m.
(ii) There is no proper intermediate field between R/m and B/J(B).
When this is the case, R is an almost Gorenstein local ring in the sense of [6] .
Therefore, ρ is surjective if and only if R is a Gorenstein ring, provided R is the semigroup ring of a numerical semigroup over a field.
In Section 6, we introduce the notion of anti-stable and strongly anti-stable rings. We say that a commutative ring R is anti-stable (resp. strongly anti-stable), if Hom R (I, R) is an invertible module over the ring End R I (resp. Hom R (I, R) ∼ = End R I as an End R Imodule), for every regular ideal I of R. The purpose of Section 6 is to provide some basic properties of anti-stable rings and strongly anti-stable rings, mainly in dimension one.
Here, let us remind the reader that R is said to be a stable ring, if every ideal I of R is stable, that is I is projective over End R I ( [17] ). The notion of stable ideals and rings is originated in the famous articles [1] and [15] of H. Bass and J. Lipman, respectively, and there are known many deep results about them ( [17] ). Our definition of anti-stable rings is, of course, different from that of stable rings. It requires the projectivity of the dual module Hom R (I, R) of I, only for regular ideals I of R, claiming nothing about the projectivity of I itself. Nevertheless, with some additional conditions in dimension one, R is also a stable ring, once it is anti-stable, as we shall show in the following. Theorem 1.4 (Theorem 6.10). Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay ring with dim R M = 1 for every M ∈ Max R. If R is an anti-stable ring, then R is a stable ring.
The results of Section 6 are obtained as applications of the observations developed in Sections 2, 3, and 5. One can also find, in the forthcoming paper [4] , further developments of the theory of anti-stable rings of higher dimension.
Similarly as [11] , our research is motivated by the works [12, 13, 14] of Lindo and Pande, so that the topics of Section 6 are similar to those of [11] , but these two researches were done with entire independence of each other. In [14] , Lindo and Pande posed a problem what kind of properties a Noetherian ring R enjoys, if every ideal of R is isomorphic to a trace ideal in it. In [11] , T. Kobayashi and R. Takahashi have given complete answers to the problem. We were also interested in the problem, and thereafter, came to the notion of anti-stable ring. If the ideal I considered is regular, the condition (C) that I is isomorphic to a trace ideal is equivalent to saying that Hom R (I, R) ∼ = End R I as an End R I-module (Lemma 6.2). Therefore, if we restrict our attention, say on integral domains R, the condition that every regular ideal satifies condition (C) is equivalent to saying that R is a strongly anti-stable ring. However, in general, these two conditions are apparently different (e.g., consider the case where every non-zerodivisor of the ring is invertible in it, and see [11, Theorem 3.2] ). It must be necessary, and might have some significance, to start a basic theory of anti-stable and strongly anti-stable rings in our context, with a different viewpoint from [11] , which we have performed in Section 6. In what follows, unless otherwise specified, R denotes a commutative ring. Let Q(R) be the total ring of fractions of R. For R-submodules X and Y of Q(R), let
If we consider ideals I, J of R, we set I : R J = {a ∈ R | aJ ⊆ I}; hence
When (R, m) is a Noetherian local ring of dimension d, for each finitely generated R-
) denote the number of elements in a minimal system of generators (resp. the length) of M. We denote by
) stand for the Cohen-Macaulay type of R, where we assume the local ring R is Cohen-Macaulay.
2.
Correspondence between trace ideals and birational extensions of the base ring Let R be a commutative ring and let M, X be R-modules. We denote by τ M,X :
is an R-submodule of X, and we say that an R-submodule Y of X is a trace module in X, if Y = τ X (M) for some R-module M. When X = R, we simply say that Y is a trace ideal in R. With this notation we have the following. (1) Y is a trace module in X.
We denote by W the set of non-zerodivisors of R. Let F R be the set of regular ideals of R, that is the ideals I of R with I ∩ W = ∅. We then have the following, characterizing trace ideals. Corollary 2.2. Let I ∈ F R . Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) I is a trace ideal in R. We now consider the following sets:
If R is a Noetherian ring, then Y R is the set of birational finite extensions of R. In what follows, we shall clarify the relationship among these sets. We begin with the following.
Proposition 2.3. The following assertions hold true.
(1) Let X be an R-submodule of Q(R) and set Y = R : X. Then Y = R : (R : Y ).
(2) Let I ∈ Z R and assume that I 2 = aI with a ∈ I. Then a ∈ W and I : I = a −1 I.
We have a ∈ W , because I ∈ F R . Since a ∈ I, I :
Lemma 2.4. The following assertions hold true.
(1) Let I ∈ X R and a ∈ I ∩ W . We set J = (a) : R I. Then, J ⊆ I and J 2 = aJ, so that J ∈ Z R . (2) Let I ∈ Z R and write I 2 = aI with a ∈ I. We set J = (a) : R I. Then, I ⊆ J and
Proof. Thus, J ∈ X R .
Let I ∈ F R . We say that I is a good ideal of R, if I 2 = aI and I = (a) : R I for some a ∈ I (cf. [5] ). Let G R denote the set of good ideals in R. We then have the following, characterizing good ideals.
Proof. Let I ∈ X R ∩ Z R and set A = I : I. We write I 2 = aI with a ∈ I. Then, since I = aA and A = R : I (see Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.2), (a) : R I = (a) : I = a(R : I) = aA = I, so that I is a good ideal of R. Conversely, suppose that I is a good ideal of R and assume that I 2 = aI and I = (a) : R I with a ∈ I. Then I ∈ Z R , while (a) : R I ∈ X R by Lemma 2.4 (2). Hence I ∈ X R ∩ Z R . Assume that I ∈ X R and that (a) : R I ∈ X R for some a ∈ I ∩ W . We set J = (a) : R I. Let us consider three correspondences
Here, we briefly confirm the well-definedness of η. Let A ∈ Y R and set I = R : A. Since I is an ideal of A, we get I : I = (R : A) : I = R : AI = R : I. Therefore, I ∈ X R , which shows η is well-defined.
With this notation, we have the following, which plays a key role in this paper.
Lemma 2.6. The following assertions hold true.
(1) The correspondence ξ :
if and only if I ∼ = J as an R-module, so that
and we have a bijective correspondence η(Y R ) → ρ(X R ), I → I : I.
Proof. (1) Let A ∈ Y R and choose a ∈ W so that aA ⊆ R. We set I = aA. We then have I 2 = aI and I : I = aA : aA = A : A = A, whence I ∈ Z R , and ξ is surjective, because ξ(I) = A. Let I, J ∈ Z R and choose a ∈ I, b ∈ J so that I 2 = aI and J 2 = bJ. Then,
as an R-module. Conversely, suppose that I, J ∈ Z R and I ∼ = J. Then J = αI for some invertible element α of Q(R), whence ξ(J) = J : J = αI : αI = I : I = ξ(I).
(2) (3) Notice that η(ρ(I)) = R : (I : I) = R : (R : I) for every I ∈ X R and
The last assertions follow from the fact that R : (R :
Corollary 2.7. The correspondence ρ induces a bijection
Proof. Let I ∈ G R . We then have, by Proposition 2. 
To see the induced correspondence is surjective, let A ∈ Y R and assume that aA = R : A for some a ∈ W . Let I = aA; hence I = η(A) ∈ X R . We then have I 2 = aI and
If R is a Gorenstein ring of dimension one, L = R : (R : L) for every finitely generated R-submodule L of Q(R) such that Q(R)·L = Q(R). Therefore, by Lemma 2.6 we readily get the following.
We note the following.
Proposition 2.9. The following conditions are equivalent.
, where the second equality follows from Proposition 2.3
We explore one example, which shows that when dim R ≥ 2, in general we cannot expect the bijectivity of the correspondence ρ.
Then T = R and m = R : T . We have dim R = 2 and depth R m = 1, whence R m is not Cohen-Macaulay. With this setting the following assertions hold true.
(1) X R = {I | I is an ideal of R with ht R I ≥ 2, and I ⊆ m or IT = I}. Hence, m ℓ ∈ X R for all ℓ > 0.
(2) Y R = {T, R}, and the correspondence η :
, where for each I ∈ Z R , [I] denotes the isomorphism class of I in Z R .
Proof. T = n≥0 S 4n is the Veronesean subring of S with order 4, whence T is a normal ring with dim T = 2. We get m = T + ∩ R, where T + is the maximal ideal
the normalization of R, and mT = m. Hence, R : T = m, and dim R = dim R m = 2. However, because T /R ∼ = R/m, depth R m = 1, whence R m is not Cohen-Macaulay. We get Y R = {T, R}, since ℓ R (T /R) = 1. Therefore, since m = R : T , the correspondence η : Y R → X R is injective, and by Lemma 2.6 (1) the isomorphism classes in Z R are exactly
Let us check Assertion (1). Firstly, let I be an ideal of R with ht R I ≥ 2 such that I ⊆ m or IT = I. We will show that I ∈ X R . We may assume I = R. Suppose that
a Cohen-Macaulay ring with dim R p = 2. Therefore, grade R I = 2, and hence I ∈ X R by Proposition 2.1. Suppose that IT = I and let f ∈ Hom R (I, R). Let ι : R → T denote the embedding.
Then, the composite map
it is the restriction of the homothety of some element of Q(R) = Q(T ), while grade T I = ht T I = 2, since ht R I = 2. Consequently, because T : I = T , we have g(I) ⊆ I, so that f (I) ⊆ I. Thus, I ∈ X R by Proposition 2.1. Conversely, let I ∈ X R . Therefore, I is a non-zero ideal of R with R : I = I : I.
Therefore, ht R I ≥ 2, and I ⊆ m, because depth R m = 1. Suppose that R : I = T . Then, I is an ideal of T . We have to show ht R I ≥ 2. Assume the contrary and choose p ∈ Spec R so that I ⊆ p and ht R p = 1. We then have R p = T p , and
This is impossible, because IR p is a proper ideal in the DVR R p = T p . Therefore, ht R I ≥ 2, which completes the proof of Assertion (1).
The case where R is a Gorenstein ring of dimension one
We now concentrate our attention on the case where R is a Gorenstein ring of dimension one.
Proposition 3.1. Assume that R is a Gorenstein ring of dimension one. We then have the following.
(1) I : I is a Gorenstein ring for every I ∈ G R . (2) Let A ∈ Y R and suppose that A is a Gorenstein ring. Then, A = I : I for some
Consequently, when R is semi-local, the correspondence ρ induces the bijection
Proof. (1) Let A = I : I. Then, by Corollary 2.7, R : A = aA for some a ∈ W , so that A is a Gorenstein ring (see [9, Satz 5.12] ; remember that Hom R (A, R) ∼ = R : A.) (2) We have R : A = aA for some a ∈ W , because R : A is a canonical ideal of A and A is semi-local. Hence, by Corollary 2.7, A = I : I for some I ∈ G R .
When (R, m) is a Gorenstein local ring of dimension one, we furthermore have the following, which characterizes Gorenstein local rings of dimension one, in which every regular trace ideal is a good ideal. The problem of when A is a Gorenstein ring for every A ∈ Y R is originated in the paper of H. Bass [1] , where one can find many deep observations related to the problem. The equivalence of Assertions (1) and (3) in the following theorem is essentially due to [1, (7.7) Theorem].
Theorem 3.2. Let R be a semi-local Gorenstein ring of dimension one. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) Every A ∈ Y R is a Gorenstein ring.
When (R, m) is a local ring, one can add the following. Proof. (2) ⇒ (1) We have by Lemma 2.6 A = I : I for some I ∈ X R , so that by Proposition 3.1 (1) A is a Gorenstein ring.
(1) ⇒ (2) Every good ideal of R belongs to X R by Proposition 2.5. Conversely, let I ∈ X R and set A = I : I. Then, by Proposition 3.1 (2), A = J : J for some J ∈ G R , since A is a Gorenstein ring. Therefore, I = J, because I, J ∈ X R and the correspondence ρ is bijective (Corollary 2.8).
Suppose that (R, m) is a local ring. (2) ⇒ (3) We may assume that R : m = m : m; otherwise, R is a DVR, since xm = R for some x ∈ R : m. Therefore, m ∈ X R = G R , whence m 2 = am for some a ∈ m. Thus, e(R) = 2, because R is a Gorenstein ring.
We close this section with a few examples. To state Example 3.3, we need the notion of idealization, which we now briefly explain. Let R be a commutative ring and M an R-module. We set A = R ⊕ M as an additive group, and define the multiplication in A by (a, x)·(b, y) = (ab, ay + bx) for (a, x), (b, y) ∈ A. Then, A forms a commutative ring, which is denoted by A = R ⋉ M, and called the idealization of M over R. Example 3.3. Let V be a DVR with t a regular parameter. Let R = V ⋉ V denote the idealization of V over itself. Then, R is a Gorenstein local ring with dim R = 1, e(R) = 2,
where X denotes an indeterminate, R is a Gorenstein local ring with dim R = 1, e(R) = 2. Let K = Q(V ). Then, Q(R) = K ⋉ K, and
Therefore, X R = {t n V × V | n ≥ 0} by Corollary 2.8, because R is a Gorenstein local ring with dim R = 1 and
Example 3.4. Let k be a field.
(
Then R is a Gorenstein ring, possessing
and the correspondence ρ :
Then R is not a Gorenstein ring, possessing
and the correspondence ρ : X R → Y R is not surjective.
] (the formal power series ring) and
]. We will show the set Y R consists of the rings in the list. Let m and m S denote the maximal ideals of R and S, respectively. We begin with the following.
Claim 1. The following assertions hold true.
and ℓ S (B a /S) = 1. 
. Then, T ⊆ B a , and
, and B a = S + S·(t 2 + at 3 ), because t 5 ∈ m S . Therefore, µ S (B a ) = 2, and ℓ S (B a /S) = 1, since m S B a = m S ⊆ S.
(2) Suppose B a = B b . Then, since the k-space B a /m S B a (resp. B b /m S B b ) is spanned by the images of 1 and t 2 + at 3 (resp. 1 and t 2 + bt 3 ), we have
for some α, β ∈ k and γ ∈ t 4 V . Hence, α = 0, β = 1, and a = bβ, so that a = b.
By this claim, we see 
We have to show that Y R consists of these rings. To see it, let A ∈ Y R and assume that R A V . Then, because R is a Gorenstein local ring with R : m = R + kt 7 and R A, we get S = R + kt 7 ⊆ A. Let us assume that S A and set ℓ = ℓ S (A/S). Then ℓ = 1, 2, since ℓ S (V /S) = 3. We write m A V = t n V with an integer n > 0. We then have n ≤ 4, since t 4 ∈ m A . Because A = k + m A ⊆ S = k + t 4 V and A = V , we furthermore have n = 2 or 3. Suppose that ℓ = 1. If n = 3, then choosing an element f = t 3 + g with g ∈ t 4 V = m S , we see
Let n = 2 and choose an element f = t 2 + at 3 ∈ A with a ∈ k.
Then, B a ⊆ A, and ℓ S (B a /S) = 1 by Claim (1), whence A = B a . Suppose now that ℓ = 2. Then ℓ A (V /A) = 1, whence m A = A : V = t n V , so that
with n = 2 or 3. This proves that Proposition 3.5. Let (R, m) be a one-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local ring and let V = R denote the integral closure of R in Q(R). Assume that R = V but mV ⊆ R. Then X R = {m, R}.
Proof. Because R = V , we have R : m = m : m, whence m ∈ X R , so that {m, R} ⊆ X R . Let I ∈ X R and set A = I : I (= R : I). If R = A, then grade R I ≥ 2, and I = R.
Therefore, A = V . Consequently, I is an ideal of V , whence I ∼ = V ∼ = m as V -modules (remember that V is a direct product of finitely many principal ideal domains). Therefore,
We will use Proposition 3.5 later in Section 5, in order to prove Proposition 5.1.
Modules in which every submodule is a trace module
In this section, we are interested in the question of, for a given R-module X, when every R-submodule of X is a trace module in it. As is shown in [13] , this is the case when X = R and R is a self-injective ring. Our goal is the following, which is known by [14, Theorem 3.5] in the case where R is a Noetherian local ring and X = R.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that R is a Noetherian ring and let X be an R-module. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(2) Every cyclic R-submodule of X is a trace module in X. (3) There is an embedding
of R-modules, where for each m ∈ Max R, E R (R/m) denotes the injective envelope of the cyclic R-module R/m.
To prove Theorem 4.1, we need some preliminaries. The following is a direct consequence of Proposition 2.1.
Proposition 4.2.
The following assertions hold true.
(1) Let Y be an R-submodule of X. If every cyclic R-submodule of Y is a trace module in X, then Y is a trace module in X.
(2) Let Z and Y be R-submodules of X and assume that Z ⊆ Y . If Z is a trace module in X, then Z is a trace module in Y . (3) ( [13] ) If R is a self-injective ring, then every ideal of R is a trace ideal in R.
We begin with the following. Lemma 4.3. Let Y be an R-submodule of X and assume that Y is a finitely presented R-module. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) Y is a trace module in X.
(2) Y m is a trace module in X m for all m ∈ Max R. (3) Y p is a trace module in X p for all p ∈ Spec R.
Proof. Let ι : Y → X denote the embedding and let
be the induced homomorphism. We set C = Coker ι * . By Proposition 2.1, Y is a trace module in X, if and only if C = (0), that is C p = (0) for all p ∈ Spec R. On the other hand, since Y is finitely presented, we have
for every R-module Z and for every multiplicatively closed subset S in R. Hence, the condition that Y is a trace module in X is a local condition.
We firstly consider the case where R is a local ring.
Theorem 4.4. Let (R, m) be a Noetherian local ring and X an R-module. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) Every R-submodule of X is a trace module in X. 
The above observation also shows that x ∈ Ry for every 0 = y ∈ (0) : M m, whence ℓ R ((0) : M m) = 1, and therefore, X is an R-submodule of E.
(2) ⇒ (1) By Proposition 4.2 (2), we may assume X = E. Let Y be an R-submodule of E. It suffices to show that f (Y ) ⊆ Y for all f ∈ Hom R (Y, E). We take a homomorphism g : E → E so that f = g • ι, where ι : Y → E denotes the embedding. Let R denotes the m-adic completion of R, and remember that E is an R-module such that
Choose α ∈ R so that g is the homothety by α. We then have αY ⊆ Y , because every R-submodule of E is actually an R-submodule of E. Therefore
and hence Y is a trace module in E.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.1. Consequently, Ass R X ⊆ Max R and ℓ R ((0) : X m) ≤ 1 for all m ∈ Max R, so that
where E R (X) denotes the injective envelope of X, and µ(m) ∈ {0, 1}.
The following is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.1. (1) Every ideal of R is a trace ideal in R.
(2) R is a self-injective ring.
For the implication (1) ⇒ (2) in Corollary 4.5, we cannot remove the assumption that R is a Noetherian ring. To explain more precisely about this phenomenon, let R be a commutative ring. We say that R is a Von Neumann regular ring, if for each a ∈ R, there exists an element b ∈ R such that a = aba (cf. [18] ). Here, we need only the definition, but interested readers can find in [2] a basic characterization of Von Neumann regular rings.
Lemma 4.6. Let R be a Von Neumann regular ring. Then τ R (I) = I for every ideal I of R.
Proof. Let ϕ : I → R be an R-linear map and a ∈ I. Then, a = aba for some b ∈ R, so that ϕ(a) = aϕ(ba) ∈ I. Thus, ϕ(I) ⊆ I.
We have learned the following example from M. Hashimoto.
Example 4.7. Let K be a commutative ring and assume that there exists an integer p ≥ 2 such that a p = a for every a ∈ K. We consider the direct product S = i∈Λ K i of infinitely many copies {K i = K} i∈Λ of K, and set R = Z·1 + i∈Λ K i in S. Then, R is a subring of S, and R is Von Neumann regular, since a p = a for every a ∈ S. We have that S is an essential extension of R, but R = S, because Λ is infinite. Therefore, R is not a self-injective ring.
Let us note one more example. The following fact is known, when chk = 2 and α i = 1 for every i ∈ Λ. Indeed, with the same notation as Example 4.8, if chk = 2 and
, the group algebra of the direct sum G = i∈Λ C i of infinitely many copies of the cyclic group C i = Z/(2). Therefore, thanks to [3, Theorem] , R is not self-injective. We have learned this result from K. Kurano, and we are grateful to him, since the method of proof given in [3] works also in the setting of Example 4.8, as we will briefly confirm below.
Example 4.8. Let Λ = {1, 2, 3, . . .} be the set of positive integers. Let {X i } i∈Λ be a family of indeterminates and {α i } i∈Λ a family of positive integers. We set S = k[{X i } i∈Λ ] over a field k, a = (X α i +1 i | i ∈ Λ), and consider the ring R = S/a. Then, R is not a self-injective ring, but τ R (I) = I for every ideal I of R.
Proof. Let x i denote, for each i ∈ Λ, the image of X i in R. For each n ∈ Λ, we set R n = k[x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ] in R. Then, R = n∈Λ R n , and
so that R n is a self-injective ring for every n ∈ Λ. Let a ∈ R and assume that a ∈ R n . Then
= a·R ℓ for all ℓ ≥ n (here we use the fact that R ℓ is a self-injective ring). Therefore, τ R (I) = I for every ideal I of R,
To see that R is not self-injective, we set for each n ∈ Λ a n = 1,
2 , . . . , x αn n ). Then, I n ⊆ I n+1 , and I = n∈Λ I n , where I = (x
. We then have a n+1 x = a n x for every x ∈ I n , which one can show by a simple use of induction on n, since x α i +1 i = 0 for all i ∈ Λ. Therefore, we may define the R-linear map ϕ : I → R so that ϕ(x) = a n x if x ∈ I n . We now assume that R is a self-injective ring. Then, there must exist an element a ∈ R such that ax = ϕ(x) for every x ∈ I, namely ax = a n x for every x ∈ I n . Choose n ∈ Λ so that a ∈ R n . Then, because
for some g ∈ S and h ∈ a. Substituting X i by 0 for all i ≥ n + 2, we may assume that g = 0 and h ∈ (X
with h i ∈ T . This is, however, impossible, because f ∈ k[X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n ] and the monomial
It seems interesting, but hard, to ask for a complete characterization of (not necessarily Noetherian) commutative rings, in which every ideal is a trace ideal.
Surjectivity of the correspondence ρ in dimension one
In this section, let (R, m) be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension one. We are interested in the question of when the correspondence ρ : X R → Y R is bijective. The second example in Example 3.4 seems to suggest that R is a Gorenstein ring, if dim R = 1 and ρ is bijective. Unfortunately, this is still not the case, as we show in the following.
Here, we say that a one-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local ring (R, m) has maximal embedding dimension, if m 2 = am for some a ∈ m ( [16] ). We refer to [6, 7] for the notion of almost Gorenstein local ring. In what follows, we intensively explore the question of when the correspondence ρ : X R → Y R is bijective. The goal is the following, which essentially shows that except the case of Proposition 5.1, the surjectivity of ρ implies the Gorenstein property of the ring R. Proof. We have m, R ∈ X R and B, R ∈ Y R . Let A be an extension of R such that R A ⊆ B. We write A = ρ(I) = R : I with I ∈ X R . Then I ⊆ m, since A = R.
The following is the heart of our argument. and n = µ R (B), so that n − 1 = r(R) by Lemma 5.3. Therefore, n ≥ 3 since R is not a Gorenstein ring, so that x 2 ∈ R since the elements 1, x, . . . , x n−1 form a minimal system of generators of the R-module B. Hence
Let us write x = n−1 i=0 c i x 2i with c i ∈ R. We then have x(1 − ax) = c 0 , where
We will show that x ∈ J(B). If c 0 ∈ m, then x is a unit of B, whence x ∈ J(B). Assume that c 0 ∈ m. Then, if x ∈ J(B), 1 − ax is a unit of B, so that x = (1 − ax) −1 c 0 ∈ mB = m, which is a contradiction. Therefore, x ∈ J(B) for all x ∈ B \ R, We note the following, which is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.2.
Corollary 5.6. Let (R, m) be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension one. Suppose that one of the following conditions is satisfied.
(i) The field R/m is algebraically closed.
(ii) R is a local ring, and R/m ∼ = R/n, where n denotes the maximal ideal of R.
Then the following assertions are equivalent.
(1) R is a Gorenstein ring.
(2) The correspondence ρ : X R → Y R is bijective.
When R is a numerical semigroup ring over a field, Condition (ii) of Corollary 5.6 is always satisfied.
Anti-stable rings
Let R be a commutative ring and let F R denote the set of regular ideals of R. Then, because (R : I)·(I : I) ⊆ R : I, for every I ∈ F R the R-module R : I has also the structure of an (I : I)-module. Keeping this fact together with the natural identifications R : I = Hom R (I, R) and I : I = End R I in our mind, we give the following. Definition 6.1. We say that R is an anti-stable (resp. strongly anti-stable) ring, if R : I is an invertible I : I-module (resp. R : I ∼ = I : I as an (I : I)-module) for every I ∈ F R . Therefore, every Dedekind domain is anti-stable, and every UFD is a strongly anti-stable ring. Notice that when R is a Noetherian semi-local ring, R is anti-stable if and only if it is strongly anti-stable. Indeed, let I ∈ F R , and set A = I : I, M = R : I. Then, A is also a Noetherian semi-local ring, and therefore, because M has rank one as an A-module, M must be cyclic and free, once it is an invertible module over A.
Let us recall here that R is said to be a stable ring, if every ideal I of R is stable, that is projective over its endomorphism ring End R I ( [17] ). When R is a Noetherian semi-local ring and I ∈ F R , I is a stable ideal of R if and only if I ∈ Z R , that is I 2 = aI for some a ∈ I ( [12] First of all, we will show that R is a strongly anti-stable ring if and only if every I ∈ F R is isomorphic to a trace ideal in R.
Lemma 6.2. Let I ∈ F R and set A = I : I. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) I ∼ = J as an R-module for some J ∈ X R .
we get R p is a DVR and IR p = τ Rp (IR p ) R p , while τ Rp (IR p ) = R p , because IR p ∼ = R p . This is absurd. Hence τ R (I) = R. Consequently, I ∼ = J for any J ∈ X R . In fact, if I ∼ = J for some J ∈ X R , then J = τ R (J) = τ R (I) = R, so that µ R (I) = 1. We write I = f R with some monic polynomial f ∈ R. Let k denote the algebraic closure of k and choose a ∈ k so that f (a) = 0. Then, since a 2 = a 2ℓ+1 = 1, we get a = 1, whence f = (t − 1) n with 0 < n ∈ H, where H = 2, 2ℓ + 1 denotes the numerical semigroup generated by 2, 2ℓ + 1. Therefore, 2 − n, (2ℓ + 1) − n ∈ H, because t 2 − 1, t 2ℓ+1 − 1 ∈ f R. Hence, n = 2, and 2ℓ + 1 ∈ 2 + H, which is impossible. Thus, I is not a principal ideal of R, and I ∼ = J for any J ∈ X R .
The key in our argument is the following, which plays a key role also in [4] .
Lemma 6.5. Let R be a strongly anti-stable ring. Then the correspondence ρ : X R → Y R is surjective. More precisely, let A ∈ Y R and set J = R : A. Then J ∈ G R = X R ∩ Z R .
Proof. Let A ∈ Y R and choose b ∈ W so that bA ⊆ R. Then, since bA ∈ F R , by Lemma 6.2 bA ∼ = J as an R-module for some J ∈ X R . Let us write J = aA with a a unit of Q(R) (hence a ∈ J ∩ W ). We then have J : J = aA : aA = A : A = A, whence A = J : J = R : J = R : aA = a −1 (R : A), so that R : A = aA = J ∈ X R ∩ Z R .
Therefore, ρ(J) = J : J = A, and the correspondence ρ : X R → Y R is surjective.
Let us recall one of the fundamental results on stable rings, which we need to prove Theorem 6.7. Proposition 6.6 ([17, Lemma 3.2, Theorem 3.4]). Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay semilocal ring and assume that dim R M = 1 for every M ∈ Max R. If e(R M ) ≤ 2 for every M ∈ Max R, then R is a stable ring.
We should compare the following theorem with [11, Theorem 3.6].
Theorem 6.7. Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of dimension one. Then, R is an anti-stable ring, if and only if e(R) ≤ 2.
Proof. Suppose that e(R) ≤ 2. Let I ∈ F R and set A = I : I. Then, by Proposition 6.6 R is a stable ring. Hence, I 2 = aI for some a ∈ I, whence A = a −1 I. Therefore, I ∼ = A as an R-module. We now consider J = (R : I)I. Then, J = τ R (I) ∈ X R , whence where the last equality follows from the fact that R is a Gorenstein ring. Consequently, A = J : J ∼ = J (since J ∈ F R ), so that I ∼ = J = τ R (J). Thus, R is an anti-stable ring. Conversely, suppose that R is an anti-stable ring. First of all, we will show that R is a Gorenstein ring. Assume the contrary. Then, passing to the m-adic completion of R, Theorem 6.10. Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay ring with dim R M = 1 for every M ∈ Max R. If R is an anti-stable ring, then R is a stable ring.
Proof. For every M ∈ Max R, e(R M ) ≤ 2 by Corollary 6.8. Let I be an arbitrary ideal of R and set A = End R I. Then, because R M is a stable ring by Proposition 6.6, for every M ∈ Max R IR M is a projective A M -module, so that I is a projective A-module. Thus, R is a stable ring.
